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Deletion of the viral ligase gene drastically reduced the fitness of bacteriophage T7 on a ligase-deficient host. Viral
evolution recovered much of this fitness during long-term passage, but the final fitness remained below that of the
intact virus. Compensatory changes occurred chiefly in genes involved in DNA metabolism: the viral endonuclease,
helicase, and DNA polymerase. Two other compensatory changes of unknown function also occurred. Using a
method to distinguish compensatory mutations from other beneficial mutations, five additional substitutions from
the recovery were shown to enhance adaptation to culture conditions and were not compensatory for the deletion.
In contrast to the few previous studies of viral recovery from deletions, the compensatory changes in T7 did not
restore the deletion or duplicate major regions of the genome. The ability of this deleted genome to recover much
of the lost fitness via mutations in its remaining genes reveals a considerable evolutionary potential to modify the
interactions of its elements in maintaining an essential set of functions.

A genome is a collection of genes that directs and
coordinates the functions essential to an organism
through a dynamic interaction of its elements. Advances
in molecular biology have made it possible to begin understanding how different components of a genome
function together. Microarrays, two-hybrid systems, engineered genome reorganizations, and even the simple
analysis of loss-of-function mutations are revealing the
nature of gene–gene interactions, the contributions of
different genes to phenotypes, and redundancies among
the genes (Chien et al. 1991; Goebl and Petes 1996;
Brown and Botstein 1999; Wagner 2000; Jeong et al.
2001; Peterson and Fraser 2001; Raamsdonk et al.
2001). Biology may thus be on the brink of understanding how simple genomes work.
An even more challenging problem is to understand
how a genome evolves. Genome evolution depends not
only on how the elements of a genome function and
interact with each other but also on how mutations can
change those functions and interactions. We have no
easy assay of function that allows us to assess the overall role of different genes within the context of a complete genome, so the identification and significance of
genetic changes during evolution has been laborious.
Furthermore, although genomes evolve by a combination of point mutations and wholesale gene additions
and losses or rearrangements, the contributions of these
different scales of mutations to genome function are not
easily delineated.
Experimental evolution offers a direct means of
studying mechanisms of genome interaction and evolution. A simple, yet powerful approach of this sort is the
selection of second-site suppressors that compensate for
a debilitating mutation. A second-site suppressor proKey words: microbe, evolution, bacteriophage, genomics, compensatory evolution, resistance.
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vides information about potential genome evolution because it identifies an evolutionary pathway that compensates for or restores a missing function. Genome
evolution encompasses a wide range of mechanisms and
multiple events that are not likely to arise through natural mechanisms in the course of short-term experiments, such as gene duplications, rearrangements, and
horizontal gene transfer. Yet the ability to engineer profound genome manipulations in many organisms now
allows one to study experimentally the evolutionary
consequences of many types of major genomic mutations that were not possible previously (Ball et al. 1999;
Berkhout et al. 1999; Endy et al. 2000; Jackson et al.
2001).
Within this framework, experimental studies of viruses containing major deletions or rearrangements offer
some of the first studies of genome evolution in response to major genomic changes (Whatmore et al.
1995; Olsthoorn and van Duin 1996; Berkhout et al.
1999). These studies used evolution not only to understand genome organization but also to help assemble and
improve artificially created genomes. Here we examine
the genomic response to a deletion of the DNA ligase
gene of bacteriophage T7. Although the phage ligase is
not essential for T7 growth in the presence of normal
host ligase activity, when the host ligase is defective, a
deletion of phage gene is effectively lethal. Subsequent
passage of the crippled T7 was undertaken to determine
if and how the virus would recover fitness through compensatory evolution of its 58 other genes.
Materials and Methods
Phage, Bacteria, and Plasmids
The virus used in this study was wild-type bacteriophage T7, with a 40-kbp linear genome of doublestranded DNA. Standard manipulations of T7 were those
described by Studier (1969). The bacterial host used for
evolution was strain IJ434, a derivative of Escherichia
coli B that carries a defective ligase (Studier 1973);
IJ434 also carries a mutation (optA1) enhancing levels
of dGTPase (Beauchamp and Richardson 1988), but the
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Media
Liquid media used was LB (10 g NaCl, 10 g Bacto
tryptone, 5 g yeast extract per liter), supplemented with
CaCl2 to 2 mM. Bottom agar for plates contained 15 g
Bacto agar per liter LB broth, and top agar contained 7
g/liter Bacto agar in LB broth.
Phage Propagation
T7 was grown at 378C in 125 ml flasks containing
cells suspended in 10 ml LB broth. Concentrated cell
cultures, frozen in aliquots of LB with 20% glyerol,
were added to the flasks and grown with aeration for 1–
2 h prior to phage addition. Cell density reached approximately 1–2 3 108 at the time phage were added.

Typically, 104–106 phage were added and grown for 40–
60 min. A sample of the culture was then treated with
chloroform, and the released phage was used to inoculate the next culture. One passage is thus the amplification of phage between two successive flasks.
The goal in these passages was to select for rapid
phage growth while maintaining populations that were
large enough to avoid stochastic loss of beneficial mutations. To ensure that the culture conditions favored
rapid phage growth, not within-host competition (Turner
and Chao 1999), cultures were usually stopped when the
phage concentration had reached, at most, 109 plaqueforming units per ml, 10-fold or more lower than the
concentration usually attained by allowing the culture to
proceed to lysis. In the event that phage fitness was too
low to ascend four orders of magnitude in 60 min, higher initial concentrations were used or the passage was
continued for a longer time.
The fitness of a T7 gene 1.3 deletion mutant on
IJ434 is so low immediately after deletion of ligase that
it cannot be maintained in flask-to-flask transfers. The
phage was therefore grown initially on plates. For the
long-term line T7D1, the first passages involved plating
enough phage (approximately 105–107) to produce about
500 moderate-sized plaques over 12–24 h, extracting the
phage from top agar over chloroform, and replating. After seven plate passages, the fitness of the phage population was sufficient to allow liquid population. For the
short-term lines (T7D2, T7D3), a plaque on IJ434 was
picked, repurified by plating on IJ434, and the phage in
that plaque used as a stock for fitness assays and genotype determination.
Fitness Measure
T7 fitness was measured simply as the rate of
change in phage numbers in a liquid culture of LB under
conditions similar to those used for propagation. Fitness
assays were conducted in 10 ml LB with IJ434 in 125
ml flasks. The cells were taken from a frozen stock,
grown for at least an hour with aeration at 378 to a
density of 1–2 3 108 cells/ml. Typically, 102–104 phage
were added and grown for 40 min (unless fitness was
expected to be low, in which case 105–106 phage were
added) before treating the infected cell culture with
chloroform. Phage titers were determined both before
and after the period of timed growth. Phage stocks were
prepared within 2 days of their use in fitness assays.
Where necessary, stocks were amplified on E. coli B or
IJ511 (both of which contain normal ligase activity) instead of IJ434 to avoid selection at this stage for compensatory mutations.
Fitness is presented on a log scale as the growth
rate under the standard, defined conditions. If N(0)
phage were added to the culture at time zero and N(t)
were present at time t (in hours), the ratio N(t)/N(0)
represents the factorial increase in phage. For ease in
scaling fitnesses, we use log2 [N(t)/N(0)]/4t, which is
the number of doublings of phage numbers per 15 min,
the approximate generation time for wild-type T7 on
normal hosts. When multiplied by 0.693, this fitness
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optA1 mutation is not thought to be important for this
study. Normal T7 growth using IJ434 as host requires
the activities of genes 1.2 (anti-dGTPase) and 1.3 (DNA
ligase). The E. coli K-12 Su1 strain IJ511 (E. coli K-12
DlacX74 supE44 galK2 galT22 mcrA rfbD1 mcrB1
hsdS3) was used to propagate T7 amber mutants, IJ1126
(E. coli K-12 recB21 recC22 sbcA5 endA gal thi Su1
D(mcrC-mrr)102::Tn10) was used for transfection of
genomic T7 DNA. The plasmid pAR1798, kindly provided by Dr. F. W. Studier, Brookhaven National Laboratories, carries the T7 gene 1.3 flanked by its promoter
ø1.3 and the early transcription terminator TE (T7 coordinates 15.93–19.31) inserted at the BamHI site of
pBR322.
Site-directed mutagenesis was used to introduce individual mutations into the T7 genome. This procedure,
which was used to introduce both point mutations and
deletions, involved creating a plasmid in which the desired mutation was flanked on each end by 50–100 bp
T7 DNA from the genomic location where the mutation
was to be inserted. T7 was plated on hosts carrying the
plasmid, phages within a plaque were then replated directly on a selective host or on a plasmid-free host for
screening. Plasmids with deletions were created either
by (1) self-ligating inverse PCR products of plasmids
containing the full T7 gene sequence (the deleted DNA
being excluded during the PCR), or by (2) amplifying
T7 genomic DNA at each end of the deletion as separate
products with sequence overlap between 59 ends of one
primer in each reaction, followed by a second PCR to
combine the two products. In the latter case, products
were cloned directly into Promega pGEM Tvector System I plasmids.
Genomic fragment swaps helped localize mutations
that affected phage fitness. DNA from parental and
evolved T7 phage was digested with appropriate restriction enzymes, two or three fragments from different genomes were purified, complete sets of fragments were
ligated, and reaction products were then transfected into
IJ1126. Individual plaques were then tested for phages
that could grow on IJ434. Selected regions of phage
genomes were then sequenced as PCR products using
an ABI 377 and Perkin-Elmer Big-Dyey reagents. Sequence comparisons were made with DNA Star Lasergeney (1998).
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equals the intrinsic rate of increase used commonly in
demographic models, but the term doublings is easier to
comprehend for phage growth. Use of doublings per
generation does not imply or require that phage reproduction occurs by binary fission, which of course it does
not.
In some cases, fitness is expressed as a simple ratio
of the titer of the virus on a nonpermissive (restrictive)
host to that on a permissive host. This relative efficiency
of plating (eop) can serve as a measure of fitness when
the eop is K1, but it is not useful when the two hosts
being considered both propagate the virus and the eop
approaches unity.
Lines and Notation

Results
Preadaptation to Culture Conditions
The ultimate goal was to adapt a virus to compensate for the sudden deletion of its gene for DNA ligase
(gene 1.3). The opportunity for compensatory adaptation
was provided by growing the deletion mutant virus under a standard set of conditions. Changes that arose are
likely to be strictly compensatory only to the extent that
the parental virus was fully adapted to the culture conditions before the deletion was introduced. We thus
adapted wild-type T7 (T71) on the strain IJ434 for 10
passages in liquid before introducing the 1.3 deletion.
Fitness improved considerably during this 10-passage
phase of preadaptation and reached what we thought
was a likely maximum, based on our experience with
the same virus on other hosts (a fitness of 6.4 doublings
per generation for T71,10; fig. 1). It was later discovered
that an even higher fitness could be obtained (7.6 for
T71,20). The incomplete preadaptation with this line
might be thought to preclude its use for compensatory
evolution on the grounds that noncompensatory changes
might continue to evolve. However, we developed a direct method of discriminating compensatory from non-

compensatory changes, which allowed use of T71,10 in
studying compensatory evolution (see below).
Deletion of Ligase is Profoundly Deleterious
On a ligase-proficient host, T7 gene 1.3 is not essential because the host ligase compensates. Compensation is not complete; gene 1.3 mutants are reduced in
fitness by about 2 units (equivalent to a drop in burst
size of about fourfold, relative to the T71), but the virus
still forms large plaques at a relative efficiency of 1.
The host chosen for the present study (IJ434) carries a
ligase mutation (Studier 1973) that substantially reduces
enzyme activity. T71 grows normally on this host, but
any T7 mutant that lacks gene 1.3 activity is seriously
debilitated. Immediately after the 1.3 deletion was introduced into the virus, fitness on IJ434 dropped from 6.4
(for T71,10) to 20.5 (for T7D1,0) (fig. 1). Slightly greater
drops in fitness of two short-term lines, T7D2,0 T7D3,0 are
described below. The fitness of 6.4 is equivalent to a
single phage finding and adsorbing to a host, replicating,
and releasing 81 progeny, all in a 15-min interval; a
fitness of 20.5 represents a burst of less than one phage
during this same interval. Note that these values are not
empirical burst sizes; they are merely alternative representations of the fitness values.
Major Recovery Occurs
A substantial portion of the fitness that was lost
because of the introduction of the gene 1.3 deletion was
recovered on subsequent passaging (fig. 1). The T7D1
line was carried through 7 passages on plates and a further 35 passages in flasks, for a final fitness of 4.2 for
the phage T7D1,42. The fitness profile across transfers
suggests that the final fitness from long-term recovery
will remain substantially below that of the intact phage.
Indeed, a fitness of only 5.0 was obtained after 40 transfers of a stock derived from T7D1,42 and another 1.32
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Evolution of the T7 genome in response to deletion
of its ligase gene was studied in three independent lines.
Prior to the acquisition of the deletion, T71 was preadapted to culture conditions (for 10 and 20 transfers)
to help ensure that subsequent adaptation would be in
response to the deletion. Deletions of gene 1.3 were introduced into the preadapted virus, and the recombinant
virus was then passaged to allow fitness recovery. One
line was a long-term adaptation involving many transfers of virus from culture to culture; the other two lines
were short term, in which rare plaques on a restrictive
host that exhibited improved growth were chosen. We
denote viruses from different lines and transfer numbers
as follows: (1) T71,i—the phage with intact gene 1.3
from passage i of the preadaptation; and (2) T7Dj,k—the
phage from passage k of the jth line deleted for 1.3 (j
5 1, 2, 3).
For the lines carrying deletions, the time at which
the deletion was introduced is defined as k 5 0. T7D1 is
the long-term line; T7D2 and T7D3 are short-term lines.

FIG. 1.—Evolutionary trajectories of T7 on IJ434. Labels near
each data point are the superscripts of the phages analyzed at that point
(e.g., 1,10 is from T71,10). The deletion of the ligase gene (1.3) is
marked by an immediate and profound drop to negative fitness values.
Three lines of the deletion mutant are shown, two of them overlapping
closely. Standard error bars (61 SE) are given for all points, but in
most cases they are obscured by the data point. The asterisk is at a
fitness of 5.0, observed for one line derived from T7D1,42 and is the
highest fitness we have observed for a 1.32phage.
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Table 1
Nucleotide Changes During Recovery After Deletion of T7 Ligase (gene 1.3)
Base

Change

2882* . . . . . . . . . C → T R288K
7781–7898 . . . . .
10131–10132 . . .
10332 . . . . . . . . .
11929 . . . . . . . . .
15091 . . . . . . . . .
18518 . . . . . . . . .
36241* . . . . . . . .
36374* . . . . . . . .
36399* . . . . . . . .
37141* . . . . . . . .

Deletion
G insert
C → T Q26X
A → G K122R
G → A A247T
G→A
A → G D540N
C → T I11V
C → T T19M
G → T R75S,G37V

Gene
0.7
1.5
2.8
3
4
5
Intergenic
17
17.5
17.5
18.5, 18.7

Gene Function/Effect
of Mutation
Protein kinase; stops
host transcription
Unknown
Polar on gene 3
Endonuclease
Primase-helicase
DNA polymerase
None obvious
Tail fiber
Holin (lysis)
Holin (lysis)
Lysis

T7D1,0

T7D1,7

T7D1,15

T7D1,42

T7D2,0
T7D3,0

T7D2,2

T7D3,2

2

1

1

1

1

(1)

(1)

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
(2)
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
2

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

1
2
2
2
2
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

2
1

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

phage (data not shown). Over all lines and individual
isolates, the fitness evolved from a low of 21.5 when
the deletion was first introduced to a maximum of 5.0;
in contrast, the highest fitness of a 1.31 phage was 7.6
(see below). On this log scale of fitness, therefore, approximately 70% of the possible fitness was recovered
by compensatory evolution. On an absolute scale, the
fitness of the recovered virus is only 17% that of the
maximum fitness of the intact virus (from a low of
0.2%).
Not All Mutations Are Compensatory for the Loss of
Ligase
In order to identify the mutations that occurred during adaptation of the gene 1.3 ligase deletion mutant,
the complete genome sequence of a purified phage isolate from T7D1,42 was obtained and compared to the published sequence of T71 (Dunn and Studier 1983). This
comparison identified all potential sites of T7 evolution.
Sequences were then obtained from T71,10 at each of
these sites to identify which changes occurred after the
loss of gene 1.3. Ten changes were detected (table 1).
The status of the 10 mutations was also assayed at two
different times (passage 7 and 15) of the recovery phase
to determine when they arose (table 1).
Despite the 10-passage interval of preadaptation to
IJ434, any mutation that arose during the recovery phase
could merely enhance growth of any phage on IJ434,
instead of specifically compensating for the deletion.
This explanation remains a formal possibility, no matter
how extensive the preadaptation phase, so we developed
a test to determine whether substitutions are compensatory. In this method, the mutations that fixed in the
evolved line are introduced (by recombination) into the
parental phage background (T71,10) at moderate frequency. On subsequent passage, any mutations that benefit the ancestral genome (and are thus not compensatory) will sweep through the population and distinguish
themselves from those that ascend only in the presence
of the deletion. The advantage of this method is that
every mutation which evolves during a recovery can be

introduced into the ancestral background at a high
enough frequency that it will quickly ascend if it is beneficial in that background.
This manipulation is facilitated by the fact that T7
recombines at a high rate. Infecting T71,10 and T7D1,42
into the same host allows recombination between the
two phages, and serially passaging the heterogeneous
phage lysates on IJ434 selects for recovery of the fittest
phage. Because fitness of a 1.3 deletion mutant is substantially less than that of T71, 1.31 phages will dominate lysates obtained on IJ434. Any of the 10 mutations
found in T7D1,42 that recombines into and evolves in the
1.31 background can then be interpreted as benefiting
the parental virus and thus not compensatory for the loss
of 1.3 activity. When multiple mutations are evaluated
simultaneously, this method does rely on T7 recombination to produce the full array of genotypes with different combinations of mutations; the extent to which
this goal is accomplished in any trial is largely
unknown.
Two independent lines were created in this fashion
and passaged to identify noncompensatory mutations.
T71,10 and T7D1,42 were mixed and infected into IJ434
at high multiplicity. The lysate was passaged further on
IJ434 at high multiplicity for three cycles, the fourth
lysate was then mixed in equal proportions with T71,10
and T7D1,42 and grown for another six cycles, giving
T71,20a and T71,20b. The fitnesses of both the lysates
were determined to be 7.6, a significant increase over
T71,10 (6.4). Thus, the fitness against which recovery of
the 1.3 deletion mutant, T7D1,42, should be compared is
7.6 rather than 6.4. In other words, some of the recovered fitness of T7D1,42 can be attributed to additional adaptation of T71 to IJ434, instead of a response to the
deletion of gene 1.3. Both T71,20a and T71,20b contained
the four late-region changes shown in table 1 (genes 17,
17.5, and 18.5/18.7), and T71,20a also contained the gene
0.7 mutation. It seems likely that the four late-region
mutations are not compensatory for loss of ligase activity, and this analysis also questions the compensatory
nature of the 0.7 change. The latter cannot offer a large
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NOTES.—Substitutions marked with an asterisk (*) are not specifically compensatory for the ligase deletion. The first four T7 columns list the status of each
change at different stages of the long-term recovery; the last three columns are for the two short-term recoveries. A blank cell means that the change was not
assayed. Parentheses ( ) indicate an inferred state, based on ancestral states.
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Two Short-term Recoveries
Deletions of 1.3 were introduced into T71,20a and
T7
, yielding T7D2,0 and T7D3,0, respectively. T7D2,0
and T7D3,0 formed plaques on IJ434 at an efficiency of
less than 1024. A single plaque on IJ434 derived from
each stock was then purified on IJ434 to obtain secondgeneration stocks (T7D2,2 and T7D3,2) that could be used
for genetic and fitness analyses. Fitness was improved
considerably in both the isolates but remained well below that of the long-term recovery line T7D1,42 (fig. 1).
However, fitnesses in the isolates are not easily accommodated with fitnesses in the long-term line, and these
comparisons suggest that strong fitness interactions underlie the mutational effects. For example, although
T71,20a and T71,20b each contained five of the mutations
from T7D1,42 whose combined effect in that background
was at least 12 fitness units (from fig. 1 and table 1),
the fitnesses after deletion of 1.3 (T7D2,0 and T7D3,0) were
each lower than that of T7D1,0, significantly lower for
T7D2,0. This result is opposite of what is expected if the
fitness effects are additive or multiplicative. A further
suggestion of interactions is that the fitnesses of isolates
T7D2,2 and T7D3,2 were as much improved over their
T7D2,0 and T7D3,0 ancestors as was T7D1,7 over its T7D1,0
1,20b

ancestor. Table 1 reveals that T7D1,7 acquired five mutations from its ancestor, whereas we will suggest below
that T7D2,2 and T7D3,2 each had possibly only one mutation over their ancestors. Thus, one mutation in each
of T7D2,0 and T7D3,0 had the same benefit as five in
T7D1,0.
By exchanging fragments of T7D2,2 with T7D2,0, the
region of the T7D2,2 genome responsible for its increased
plating efficiency on IJ434 was located between nucleotides 9489 and 20065 (Mlu I—BstE II fragment) of T71
DNA. The sequence of this fragment was found to contain a G insert at nucleotide #10131 as the only mutation. This mutation lies in gene 2.8 and is the same one
found in the T7D1 line.
Unlike T7D2,2, the isolate T7D3,2 plated better on the
ligase-defective host IJ434 than on its ancestral parent
E. coli B, which is ligase-proficient. This result suggested that the two phages might have compensated for
their lack of ligase activity in different ways. The phenotype of T7D3,2 was found to be similar to that of T7
gene 1.3,3 double amber mutants (Sadowski 1974), who
suggested that the loss of essential activity of the gene
3 endonuclease could be alleviated by a reduction in
ligase activity in the infected cell. Consequently, we predicted that the mutation in T7D3,2 that compensated for
the deletion of gene 1.3 would also lie in gene 3. The
sequence of gene 3 of T7D3,2 was therefore determined,
and a mutation converting codon 26 into an amber stop
codon was found. A fragment of the T7D3,2 genome containing this mutation was cloned into a plasmid and
transformed into the amber-suppressing host IJ511. This
plasmid-containing strain is fully permissive for T7D3,2
and was used to recombine the amber mutation back
into T7D3,0. Two recombinants were examined, both plated on IJ434 orders of magnitude more efficiently than
T7D3,0, but the two recombinants appeared different. One
recombinant plated 10-fold better than the other, and the
two phages gave different plaque morphologies. Thus,
whereas these data show that loss of gene 3 activity
allows a T7 ligase deletion mutant to grow on the ligasedeficient host IJ434, other mutations that augment the
effects of the gene 3 amber mutation could either have
been lost during the recombination or could have been
selected readily during plaque growth.
The Mutation in Gene 2.8 is Polar on Gene 3
The frameshift mutation in T7D1,42 and T7D2,2 gene
2.8 generates a stop codon almost immediately in the
downstream sequence, resulting in the synthesis of a
truncated gp2.8 (93 of 139 residues). It was thus possible that compensation for the ligase deletion in T7D1,0
and T7D2,0 occurred by a complete loss of or by a change
in gp2.8 activity. To determine whether loss of activity
was important we constructed a precise deletion of gene
2.8 (#9857–10257 of T71 DNA) on a plasmid containing parts of genes 2.5 and 3. Because the ribosomebinding site of gene 3 is within the coding region of
gene 2.8, the deletion was designed to allow gene 3
expression from the gene 2.8 ribosome-binding site. The
plasmid was recombined with T7D2,0, and the desired
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benefit to the parental phage, but the fact that it was
found in one culture suggests that it might provide a
small fitness benefit. This conclusion is reinforced by
the following observation. The gene 1.3 deletion was
introduced into T71,20b by phage-plasmid recombination.
The particular recombinant phage selected for use in a
short-term recovery experiment (T7D3,0, see below) was
sequenced and found to contain the 0.7 mutation. Thus
although not a major constituent, phages containing the
0.7 mutation were also present in the T71,20b stock, so
this mutation can also be considered to have been
caused by an adaptation of the parental phage to growth
on IJ4343 and not as compensating for the 1.3 deletion.
Five changes thus remain as candidate compensatory mutations for the loss of ligase: a deletion of gene
1.5, a frameshift mutation in gene 2.8, a missense mutation in each of the genes 4 and 5, and an intergenic
substitution upstream of gene 6.5. Genes 4 and 5 have
known functions in DNA metabolism: primase-helicase
and DNA polymerase, respectively. The precise function
of gene 2.8 has not been determined, but sequence comparisons have suggested that gene 2.8 shows similarity
to homing endonucleases (Gorbalenya 1994; Shub and
Goodrich-Blair 1994; Dalgaard et al. 1997). However, it
will be argued below that the frameshift mutation is polar on gene 3 expression and that the latter is the important factor in compensating for loss of DNA ligase
activity. Gene 3 codes for an endonuclease that degrades
the host chromosomal DNA and resolves Holliday junctions during T7 recombination. Thus 3 of the 5 compensatory mutations affect DNA metabolism, where ligase also functions. The function of gene 1.5 is unknown, and there is no effect that can be inferred for
the substitution in the intergenic region between gene
6.3 and the 6.5 promoter.
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recombinant phages isolated after screening for the deletion by PCR. Recombinants were then tested for
growth on the ligase-deficient host IJ434 and found to
be comparable to the parent phage T7D2,0. Thus loss of
gene 2.8 activity is not compensatory for the ligase deletion in T7D2,0.
It remained possible that an altered activity of
gp2.8 was important in compensating for the loss of
ligase activity. However, a different explanation is possible that could explain the effects of the frameshift mutation. Premature termination during translation of the
frameshifted gene 2.8 could affect expression of gene 3.
The ribosome-binding site for gene 3 lies within the
coding sequences of gene 2.8 (Dunn and Studier 1983).
A minimum free energy folding of the RNA sequence
upstream of the start codon of gene 3 reveals that the
ribosome-binding site for gene 3 may be in duplex form
and thus may be sequestered from ribosomes (fig. 2). If
this happens normally in vivo, efficient translation of
gene 3 would likely require translation of gene 2.8 RNA
to make the gene 3 ribosome-binding site single stranded or to allow translational coupling. In the absence of
translation of the gene 2.8, translation of the gene 3
RNA would be reduced and would result in lower levels
of gp3 endonuclease activity.
A second deletion of gene 2.8 was therefore constructed on a plasmid and recombined into T7D2,0 using
a ligase-proficient host to avoid selection of compensatory mutations. Recombinants were screened by PCR
for the presence of the deletion. This second deletion
removed only those coding sequences of gene 2.8
(#9857–10135, including the initiation codon) that are
translated in the frameshift mutant T7D2,2. It cannot
therefore direct the synthesis of a gp2.8 with a hypothetical altered nuclease activity. However, this deletion
mutant phage does leave intact the 39 end of gene 2.8
that contains the gene 3 ribosome-binding site and the
sequences predicted to base pair with it. The eop of
T7D2,0, containing the deletion, on the ligase-deficient
host IJ434 was at least three orders of magnitude higher

than that of T7D2,0 (P , 0.001, t-test). This is comparable to the eop of the evolved phages T7D1,42 and T7D2,2
that contain the gene 2.8 frameshift mutation.
Both deletions effectively eliminate gene 2.8, so
the different phenotypes of each deletion are attributable
only to their different regulatory effects on 3. We therefore conclude that the important consequence of the
gene 2.8 frameshift mutation of T7D1,42 and T7D2,2 in
compensating for lack of DNA ligase activity is not the
elimination of gp2.8 activity but is the prevention of
gene 2.8 translation that in turn reduces translation of
gene 3. Thus the gene 3 amber mutation found in T7D3,2
and the gene 2.8 frameshift found in T7D1,42 and T7D2,2
both apparently increase fitness of a phage with the ligase deletion by reducing expression of gene 3.
Discussion
At its most basic level, this study is an analysis of
compensatory evolution in response to a major genomic
perturbation. The phenomenon of compensatory evolution has a prominence in evolutionary biology, both as
a mechanism to overcome the general decay in fitness
from the long-term accumulation of deleterious mutation
and also as a mechanism to ameliorate the deleterious
pleiotropic effects of drug resistance mutations (Burch
and Chao 1999; Whitlock and Otto 1999; Bjorkman et
al. 2000; Levin, Perrot, and Walker 2000; Moore, Rozen, and Lenski 2000; Poon and Otto 2000). The identification of mutations involved in long-term compensatory evolution, in conjuction with knowing the biochemical effect of the original deleterious mutation adds
a dimension to this study that is unique in the work on
this topic.
Our study was also motivated from a more mechanistic perspective, whether it is possible to predict or
explain how a viral genome will respond to the loss of
an important gene. Bacteriophage T7 is one of the bestunderstood parasitic organisms at the level of molecular
genetics. Its genome sequence has been known for almost two decades, the physiological functions of all its
essential genes are understood and many of these genes
have been characterized biochemically. Several conditionally essential genes have also been characterized at
both the genetic and biochemical level. Despite these
accomplishments, functions have not yet been ascribed
to over one-third of the 59 T7 genes (Molineux 1999).
Furthermore, although most regulatory elements in the
genome may have been recognized and their overall
properties understood, we do not appreciate the impact
of the loss of one or a few of those elements, especially
those that are repeated throughout the genome. Nevertheless, sufficient information has accumulated on the
T7 biology to allow the formulation of an experimental
parameter-determined computer model that simulates
most aspects of the entire developmental cycle of the
phage (Endy et al. 2000). This simulation even enjoys
limited success in being able to predict the consequences
of major perturbations to the phage genome, although it
is clear that many facets of T7 biology need to be explored and understood before we can claim that we un-
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FIG. 2.—Predicted minimum free energy secondary structure of
gene 2.8-gene 3 RNA near the gene 3 initiation codon. Numbers correspond to T7 DNA sequence coordinates. The 59 end of the sequence
corresponds to the first base following the partial deletion of gene 2.8;
the gene 2.8 termination codon is the 39 end of the sequence. The
frameshift mutation found in T7D1,42 and T7D2,2 would lead to termination of gene 2.8 translation at three bases underlined (positions
10138–10140). The ribosome-binding site and the initiation codon of
gene 3 are shown in bold face.
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derstand how the T7 genome functions. The properties
of a genome are far greater than the simple arithmetical
sum of the properties of its constituent parts; individual
genes and their products interact and distinct biochemical reactions interconnect in creating a network of metabolic pathways that is manifest as the overall phenotype of the organism.
Predicting Compensatory Evolution

Noncompensatory Mutations
Ten mutations evolved in the long-term line. Five
were shown to be beneficial even in the presence of the
ligase gene (the ancestral background) and thus are not
compensatory. This method of inferring the compensatory nature of mutations has been used before (Schrag,
Perrot, and Levin 1997), and it is superior to the alternative practice of inferring compensatory mutations either by preadaptation of the strain to the culture conditions or by comparing magnitudes of fitness increase
between control lines and lines subjected to compensatory evolution (Moore, Rozen, and Lenski 2000). The
limitation of relying on preadaptation is that it does not
ensure the evolution of all beneficial mutations. Furthermore, the introduction of a highly deleterious mutation in a line may cause a mutation that is only weakly
beneficial in the preadapted, ancestral line to be highly
beneficial in the low-fitness line (e.g., Bull, Badgett, and
Wichman 2000).
Whereas our test showed that five mutations were
not compensatory, it cannot show that the other five are
compensatory, although we have presumed this to be
the case. A formal alternative is that some of them are
mildly deleterious and evolved by hitchhiking with beneficial mutations. Four mutations appeared during the
same interval (between passage 0 and passage 7), and
if two or more of these swept through in the same genome, one or more could have been mildly deleterious.
This is the mechanism behind the evolution of mutator
genes, which occasionally create beneficial mutations in
other parts of their genomes, and the beneficial mutations boost the frequency of the mutator genes through
hitchhiking (Taddei et al. 1997). Given that one of the
candidate compensatory mutations of T7 lies in DNA
polymerase, it would be interesting to know if that mutation acts as a mutator.
Contributions to T7 Biology
Experimental evolutionary studies can be a useful
adjunct to classical molecular genetic approaches for understanding a genome. Hence, a potential role for gene
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The wealth of information on the biology of T7
thus makes it a prime candidate for studies aimed at
understanding genome function. Could we predict that
compensatory evolution would occur? Could we rationalize compensatory changes in terms of T7 biology?
Alternatively, or perhaps in addition, can evolutionary
studies themselves provide new information on T7
biology?
At the outset, our expectation from work in other
viral systems was that the loss of ligase activity would
remain so deleterious to T7 that recovery to high fitness
would require the genome to acquire new sequences
through recombination or gene duplication and to replace ligase function by divergence of those sequences.
This hope was not realized, and compensatory evolution
occurred through point mutations and a deletion. Of the
five compensatory mutations from the long-term line,
three affected—either directly or indirectly—genes involved in DNA metabolism: endonuclease, DNA polymerase, and primase-helicase. DNA metabolism is also
the realm of biochemistry and physiology that involves
DNA ligase. A fourth gene, gene 1.5, whose function is
unknown, was deleted in one line in response to loss of
DNA ligase activity, suggesting that it may also have a
role in some aspect of DNA metabolism. The fifth compensatory mutation was a substitution in an intergenic
region that has no easily inferred effect. In one of the
two short-term recoveries, a different compensatory mutation was identified that directly affected one of the
above three DNA metabolism genes. Thus four from the
total of six compensatory mutations identified affect
three genes involved in DNA metabolism, and a fifth
mutation (fourth gene) can potentially be added.
Compensation for the loss of DNA ligase activity
by the loss of gene 3 endonuclease was anticipated from
the observation that the lethality of a gene 3 amber mutation could be suppressed by a 1.3 amber mutation if
the phage was grown on a nonamber-suppressing, ligase-deficient host (Sadowski 1974). Those double amber mutant phages were constructed without exposure to
selective growth conditions and as judged by their
plaque size under selective plating conditions, they had
low fitness. Thus the other compensatory mutations we
identified during long-term evolution likely enhance the
growth of ligase-deficient, endonuclease-deficient phages. Sadowski (1974) suggested that because endonuclease and ligase provide opposing functions in phage
DNA metabolism (the nuclease breaks phosphodiester
bonds, ligase seals them), levels of the two enzymes are
normally balanced. Nuclease activity is necessary in T7
development, in part to degrade the host chromosome

and in part to resolve Holliday junctions in genetic recombination. Too much ligase, relative to endonuclease,
may repair nicks in DNA as rapidly as they are created
and prevent their being utilized effectively. In contrast,
too little activity of ligase, relative to endonuclease,
could allow degradation of the phage genome. This line
of thought may also explain some of the other compensatory mutations observed in this study; we suggest that
the activities of other phage enzymes important for
DNA metabolism (primase-helicase, DNA polymerase,
gp1.5) must also be adjusted to accommodate absence
of normal ligase activity. In more general terms, these
results caution against using combination drug therapy
against different proteins in a single metabolic pathway
in order to achieve viral suppression: inhibiting ligase
and endonuclease together actually increases viral fitness over that achieved by inhibition of either gene
product alone.

Experimental Genomic Evolution

1.5 in DNA metabolism is suggested by its loss during
compensatory evolution. In addition, polarity of gene
2.8 translation on gene 3 translation has not been recognized previously in T7 biology, although this type of
polarity has been shown for gene 1.2 (Saito and Richardson 1981). Translation of gene 1.1 is necessary for
ribosomes to access the gene 1.2 ribosome-binding site.
The reason for translational polarity is the same in both
the gene pairs; the ribosome-binding site of the downstream gene is both a part of the coding sequence of the
upstream gene and also can be sequestered in duplex
RNA. Thus translation of the upstream gene is necessary
for translation of the downstream gene.
Different Outcomes in Other Systems

All viruses rely on host factors for their reproduction. Recent studies have explored the possibility of developing antiviral agents that inhibit host factors rather
than viral proteins (Flapan 2000; Schang, Rosenberg,
and Schaffer 2000). One potential benefit of such a strategy is that viral resistance to inhibitors of host factors
may be limited because the inhibitor does not directly
attack or interact with viral proteins. The present study
may be seen as a test of that model: the use of a host
with a defective ligase is functionally equivalent to inhibiting host ligase with a drug. The extensive fitness
recovery that was obtained in this study indicates that
drugs which block essential host factors are still vulnerable to viral evolution of resistance. At the same
time, the failure to recover more than one-sixth of the
original fitness leaves hope that strategies of inhibiting
host factors may achieve useful and permanent levels of
suppression.
Attempts to study genome organization and function necessarily begin with an evolutionarily static view
of how a genome works, based on the interactions of
the elements, as they exist. The ability of a genome to
recover from the loss of an essential gene through point
mutations and other gene losses indicates that it possesses an evolutionary robustness that may extend far
beyond the dynamic properties that would be evident
from just a static view. The observations here may indirectly help explain why many genes of a genome do
not make obvious contributions to immediate fitness
(Raamsdonk et al. 2001): the ability to adapt may be an
important determinant of genome composition (Kirschner and Gerhart 1998).
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